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mar 26, 2019 References External links Official homepage Category:Solid modeling Category:CAD toolsQ: Are M2M transactions reliable across Cassandra keyspaces? I've got a couple of Cassandra keyspaces that each contain a different number of nodes. The documentation states that, Each keyspace in Cassandra must have its own transaction manager. If multiple keyspaces in a cluster need to use
the same transaction manager, you can create a master transaction manager and use that to distribute transactions across them. See Section 10.2 for more information about this. I'm wondering if this means that transactions between my keyspaces are reliable. My data is in a set of tables that share one Cassandra keyspace, and I'm sure some data may end up in the wrong keyspace. If the data is in one
keyspace, and my code creates a transaction that is rolled back, does this mean the code in the second keyspace never gets executed? Is it possible to use the same transaction manager to distribute transactions across multiple keyspaces? Thanks! A: Yes it will work. According to the docs here, Each keyspace in Cassandra must have its own transaction manager. If multiple keyspaces in a cluster need to
use the same transaction manager, you can create a master transaction manager and use that to distribute transactions across them. See Section 10.2 for more information about this. I just checked it against a table in a keyspace which had a 20 nodes and a 10 nodes. The transaction was quite good and the transactions were successfully committed. For more information, you can refer here I’m not sure
how true this is, but my impression is that most people don’t understand why businesses are trying to keep secret what they pay their employees. They view it as an indication of greed. Unions (and for some, “the Democrats”) say this is a way that businesses keep the consumer in the dark, and that employers do this to rob people of their wages. But if you ask employers, it’s because they don’t want to
deal with a lot of paperwork. Especially small businesses: most don’t feel that it would be worth the trouble to do even the simplest things like keep track of vacation time, etc. Fairness f678ea9f9e
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